SELLING
TECHNIQUES
OF THE FUTURE

Read ‘Today’ About What Will Matter
‘Tomorrow’

INTRODUCTION
The concept of time travel has allured humankind since centuries, but

nobody knows how near or far we are from cracking that Morse code or if
it is ever even possible or not!
Luckily, when it comes to sales, time-travel into the future is not required to
get that edge of being prepared for the next wave of change.
Sales has evolved from what it was perceived as – a world of weekly
dashboards, monthly targets and annual goals to a domain that analyses
consumer behaviour and hyper-aligns the selling strategy accordingly.
Scrutiny of this evolution pattern has given us enough dope on how the
world of sales will shape up.

THE TIDE OF
TRANSFORMATION
Today, even the ardent believers of traditional
models have started to flex their prior opinions and
are doing a tête-à-tête with the technological
nuances.
As the law of thermodynamics states that nothing can be 100%, hence, to fill
the aberration spot there is still a bunch that is keeping its own pace thinking
that the future is far off.
But let’s be aware that it is a ‘coming soon’ present that we are talking about
and not a ‘distant’ future. So, let’s not park ourselves on the fence anymore
and get into the real game.

CHANGE OF FOCUS
Buyer has taken the centre-stage already making
the products or services move to the second spot.
However, the survival concern would rest on the responsiveness and agility
of the sales strategies.
So, are you ready to put all the conventional and time-honoured sales
tactics into the mould of future-ready techniques?

Let’s pull the plug…

SAVIOUR
STRATEGIES
FOR THE
FUTURE

Data – Driving the Decisions
While nothing can beat the gut feel of an experienced
seller, it is the gut based on data which will rule the
roost. Sounds contradictory? But that’s what the
picture is being gradually carved.
What’s going to be unacceptable is the practice of
humungous amount of sales data either going
unused or getting utilized only half-way. Sounds like a

present-day scenario, isn’t it?
To survive in the future, you’d need strong data
analytics capability and a hyper-targeted workforce
trained in the art of focusing only at the right element
at the right time instead of going all out at once.

Automation – No Longer
Optional
Automation leverage will not be limited to the

objective of boosting productivity, but it will become
an essential for retaining customers as well.
Be it marketing automation, field-force automation,
or even a comprehensive business process
automation – shying away from the requisite

technology leverage will cost dearly to the industry
players.
Infusion of AI, machine learning, advanced analytics
etc. into CRM, SFA solutions, Marketing automation
engines is the future we are looking at. Resilient and
intelligent automated system which are evolving on
the job will replace the hybrid models and shake-up
the as-a-service industry.

Cross-Functional
Relationships – Necessary
Nurture
The era of becoming a lone winner is bygone, it is all
about cooperation, co-innovation, sustenance and
winning!
Building relationships across different units and
paying attention to customer insights from other

viewpoints will provide your sales reps with a
competitive edge.
In fact, even one’s competitor might not be an antiparty all the time. It all boils down to packaging and
the more number of benefits in the basket, more will

be the chances of it getting picked up fast.

Budging Beyond Machines –
Leveraging Human Element
While data and technology have already empowered
customers to make more informed purchase decision,
they have also complicated things to a large extent.
And, the complexity will also have to be dealt with,
sooner than later.
With technology powering the merry-go-round of the
business landscape, human element will emerge as

the most sought-after asset eventually.
The undefined human skill which no machine can
possess, of just being an alive person and seeing even
beyond logics, cannot be replicated by a machine and
that will help in de-complexing the hyperloop then.

IT ALWAYS PAYS TO
BE PREPARED
Sales organizations have been dealing with the perennial dilemma of
choosing between the two options. One being more strategic and

experimental, thus creating and capturing more value for their clients while
taking a few risks in the stride and the other as remaining stuck into being
transactional while creating and capturing less value but ensuring a safe
return.

The choice is yours, to be on either side…the clock
won’t stop ticking and the future shall not be
delayed!
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